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Abstract
Comparisons are made between isomolar and isostructural pseudo-liquidus phase
diagrams.Trends of individual oxides within oceanic basaltic glassesare poorly definedin
isostructural diagrams, but are much better defined in isomolar diagrams. These poorlydefinedchemical trends in basalticglassesin the isostructural diagramsare believed to be a
consequenceof variations in Na2O contents of oceanic basalts and the manner in which
Na2O, or the albite component, is projected in these diagrams.
Introduction
Over the years, a dual experimentalapproachhas been
taken in the study of the origin of basaltic magmas. On
one hand, the crystallization of simple, synthetic compositions has been extremely productive in demonstrating
the basic tenets of basalt crystallization. An alternative
approach, recognizing that basalts are chemically complex, has relied upon the melting relationships of natural
basalts. This second approach is more geologically reasonable, but the chemical complexity of natural basalts
presents certain difficulties in interpretation as well as
experimental design. One method to help circumvent
these interpretational problems is through the construction of pseudoJiquidusphase diagrams(Coombs, 1963;
O'Hara, l968a,b; Jamieson, 1970; Biggar et al., l97l;
Irvine, 1970;Walker et al., 1972, 1979; Stolper, 1977,
1980;Presnallet al.,1979; Elthon and Scarfe, 19E3,and
others).The underlyingprinciple upon which these diagramsare basedis that the mineralsthat crystallize from a
magmaare largely determined by the composition of the
magmaitself. Ideally, once a pseudo-liquidusphase diagram has been constructed, it is possible to geometrically
display the chemicalrelationshipsamongdifferent basalts
and to extend the phase relationships established in a
limited number of basalts to other chemically related
basalts.
The use of these pseudo-liquidus phase diagrams for
evaluating the origin of oceanic basalts has developedto
the stagewhere major diferences of petrogeneticthought
hinge upon relatively minor differences in the compositions of these basalts (compare Presnall et al., 1979;
Stolper, 1980; Elthon and Scarfe, 1983). When using
thesepseudoJiquidusphasediagrams,one must keep in
mind their limitations. Some problems associatedwith
the use of these pseudoJiquidus diagrams are discussed
below along with a suggestedmodification to improve
their application.
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Construction of isostructural pseudoJiquidus phase
diagrams
As a rule, the compositions of rocks and minerals are
calculated into four minerals that form the apices of a
tetrahedron. The olivine-clinopyroxene-plagioclase-silica tetrahedron is a suitable choice for oceanic basalts
becauseit contains all of the major minerals relevant to
oceanic basalt crystallization at low pressuresexcept for
the oxide minerals. The interpretation of chemical trends
within this tetrahedron is simplified by projecting all
compositionsto or from one apex onto the opposingface
of the tetrahedron or onto a plane that lies within the
tetrahedron itself.
The pseudoJiquidus phase diagrams of Walker et al.
(1979),which are commonly used in discussionsof oceanic basaltpetrogenesis,are usedhere to illustrate problems
that are associatedwith the quantitative use of pseudoliquidus phase diagrams as they are presently constructed. In the course of this study, not every system for
constructing pseudoJiquidus diagrams has been investigated in the samedetail as the Walker et a/. diagrams,but
reconnaissanceexaminationsof these other systemsindicate that the limitations found in the Walker et al.
diagramsare present in the other systemsas well.
The major element composition of a rock or mineral is
computed into the four minerals that form the apices of
the tetrahedronby a two-step process.The initial step
consists of reducing the major element analysis to four
components that are somewhat analogous to the CaOMeO-AlzO3-SiOz system (see Table l). The type of
pseudo-liquidusphase diagramsdeveloped by Walker et
al. and others (see introduction) are isostuctural, where
the term isostructural refers to the characteristic that
minerals projecting to the same point have the same
general structure, i.e., the olivines (forsterite-fayalite)
project to the M2S point, the orthopyroxenes (enstatiteferrosilite) project to the MS point, the clinopyroxenes
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(diopside-hedenbergite)project to the CMS2 point, and
the feldspars (anorthite-albite) project to the CAS2 point
(seeappendixof O'Hara, et al.,1975).
Anorthite (CaAlzSizOr) and albite (NaAlSi3Os) have
different molar proportions (CAS2 vs.t + 53) of oxides
even though they have the generalizedplagioclasecrystal
structure.In order to get thesetwo feldsparend-members
to plot at the same point on isostructural diagrams, the
following factors are introduced into the data reduction
procedure. The number of moles of Na2O + K2O is
multiplied by two and then added to the moles of CaO to
form the C-component, the number of moles of Na2O +
K2O is added to the amount of A12O3in forming the Acomponent, and two times the number of moles of Na2O
+ K2O is subtractedfrom moles of silica in forming the Scomponent(see Table l). The purpose of these mathematical proceduresis to make all of the feldspars plot at
the samecompositionalpoint, which has the advantageof
geometrical simplicity for determining critical planes,
alkemadetetrahedra,and liquid lines of descent.
The second stage in projecting basaltic composition
into these pseudoJiquidus diagrams is to recalculate
these four components into the four end-memberminerals that form the apices of the tetrahedron. This procedure is given at the bottom ofTable l.
The ideal objective in developing pseudoJiquidus
phase diagramswould be to construct diagramsthat can
be used to quantitatively evaluate crystallization and
melting processesand to interpret chemicaltrends among
basalts. The compositions of basaltic glasses from the
Indian, Atlantic, and Pacific Oceans(from Melson er a/.,
1977),the project FAMous area (Bryan and Moore, 1977),
the Mid-Cayman Rise (Thompson et al., 1980;W. G.
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Melson,pers. comm., l98l) and a few "primitive" basalt
compositions(Frey et al., 1974;Bryan, 1979;Wood et
al.,1979) are usedto evaluatechemicaltrendswithin the
pseudoJiquidusphasediagrams.For these calculationsit
is assumedthat Fe3+/Fe2+= 0.10.
The projection of these basaltic glassesonto the olivine-+linopyroxene-silica plane by the method of Walker
et al. (1979\is shown in Figure l. As noted by Walker et
a/., these compositionsapproximately parallel the olivine
+ clinopyroxene * plagioclase + liquid pseudo-univariant curve. One might anticipate that within this group of
basalticglasses,those compositionsprojecting at the lefthand (silica-poor) end of the basalt cluster would be the
least differentiated (with the highest MgO) and those
glassesat the right-hand (silica-rich) end would be the
most differentiated (with the lowest MgO) because the
early crystallizing olivine t plagioclase* clinopyroxene
would drive residual glass compositions towards silica
enrichment as the glass becomes depleted in MgO. The
percentage of normative silica in the OUCpx/Sil plane
versus MgO in the glass is shown in Figure 2. The data
scatter across the diagram and do not show any welldefinedtrend towards enrichment in normative silica with
decreasing MgO (correlation coefficient is equal to
-0.169).
It would also be anticipated that TiO2 (and other
elementsthat are relatively incompatible in olivine, clinopyroxene, and plagioclase)would exhibit a progressive
increase with increasing normative silica content. The
TiO2vs. normativesilicaplot (Fig. 3), however,exhibitsa
broad scatter ofdata that does not indicate an increasing
TiO2 with increasingnormative silica (correlation coefrcient is equal to 0.003).
Sodium decreaseswith increasing normative silica in
the isostructuraldiagrams(Fig. 4; r = -0.603). This trend
is contrary to what might be anticipatedto develop during
the crystallization of oceanic basalts. Sodium is incompatible in both olivines and pyroxenes in oceanic basalts.

Fig. l. Isostructural pseudoJiquidusphasediagram projected
from plagioclase onto the olivine--clinopyroxene-silica plane.
Isostructural projection method and I atm experimental data
from Walker et al. (1979). Data points are oceanic basaltic
glassesfrom the data sourcesgiven in the text.
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normativesilicain theolivine-clinopyroxene-silica
Fig. 2. WeightVoMgOin basalticglassesvs. the percentage Isostructuralprojection.
plane
of normativesilica in the olivine-+linopyroxene-silica
(Fig. l). The percentageof normative silica : silica/
(olivine+clinopyroxenersilica).
Correlation coefficient =
This lack of definite chemicaltrends in basaltic glasses,
-0. 169.Isostructuralprojection.
when projected into isostructural pseudoJiquidus phase
diagrams,becomesa handicapwhen evaluatingthe petroAdditionally, the distribution coefficient for sodium be- genesis of oceanic basalts because these petrogenetic
tween plagioclaseand silicate liquids is less than one at
theories require the ability to distinguish where the leasttemperaturesgreater than 12fi)"Cand increasesto 1.52at
differentiated basalts project within the basalt cluster
ll00"C (Drake, 1976).The proportions in which these (e.g., Presnall et al., 1979; Stolper, 1980; Elthon and
minerals crystallize in oceanic basaltsis approximately I
Scarfe, 19E3).
Ol:2 Plag along the Ol + Plag + Liq pseudo-divariant
Construction of isomolar pseudo'liquidus phase
surfaceand approximately I Ol:9 Plag:9Cpx along the Ol
diagrams
+ Plag + Cpx + Liq pseudo-univariantcurve, as deduced
by least-squaresregression of the experimental data of
If pseudoJiquidus phase diagrams are going to be
Walker et al. (1979)and Benderet al. (1978).Thus, even valuable for testing and refining petrologic theory, it is
though sodium has a distribution coefficientgreaterthan I
obviousthat some improvementsmust be madein existat <12fi)"C for plagioclase, the sodium content of the
ing pseudo-liquidus diagrams. One change that signifiliquid is still anticipatedto gradually increasebecausethe
cantly improves the chemical trends within the suite of
weighted distribution coefficient for olivine + plagiocla- oceanic basalts discussedabove is to construct them on
setclinopyroxene crystallization is still significantly less an isomolar basis rather than on an isostructural basis
than l.
(see Table 1). In an isomolar projection, those minerals
Although it would be expectedthat MgO decreasesand
that have the samemolar proportions of oxides project to
TiO2and Na2Oincreasewith increasingnormative silica in
one point. For olivines and pyroxenes,the projection is
oceanic basalt glasses,this expectation is not borne out
similar to the isostructural system in which olivines
by the data at hand, as projected onto isostructural project to the M2S point, orthopyroxenesto the MS
diagrams.
point, and clinopyroxenesto the CMS2point. Plagioclase
feldsparsproject along the CAS, - 9 + 53join rather than
at a singlepoint. Intermediatefeldsparsproject along this
join accordingto their An/(An+Ab+Or) ratio. In several
r=
0O3
respects,this projection procedure is similar to that used
by Walker et aI. (1972)for lunar rocks. The comparison
between the spatial relations of minerals in this isomolar
system and the isostructural type is shown in Figure 5.
The projection ofthe sameset ofbasaltic glassanalyses
o
onto the Ol/Cpx/Sil plane of the isomolar systemis shown
in Figure 6. In this diagram the basaltic glassesform an
elongate cluster near the I atm olivine * plagioclase *
clinopyroxene + liquid pseudo-univariantcurve.
Unlike the isostructural diagrams, there is a wello
-10
defined decrease in MgO (Fie. 7) and increase in TiO2
% Sllica in the Ol/Cax/Sil Pl6ne
(Fig. 8) and Na2O(Fig. 9) with increasingnormative silica
(correlation coefficients equal to -0.907, 0.851, and
Fig. 3. Weight VoTiO2in basaltic glassesvs. the percentageof
0.690,respectively)in the isomolar pseudoJiquidusphase
normative silica in the olivine-clinopyroxene-silica plane (Fig.
diagrams. Those glassesthat lie at the Sio2-poor end of
l). Isostructural projection.
F
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Fig. 5. Spatialrelationsof mineralsin the isostructural(left)
andisomolar(right)projections..
Seetext for details.
the cluster have higher MgO and the lowest TiO2, constituting the most "primitive" or least differentiated group
of basalts. Those glassesthat lie at the silica-rich end of
the cluster have the lowest MgO and the highestTiO2 and
Na2O contents and apparently have undergonethe greatest degreeof diferentiation.
In these isomolar pseudo-liquidusphase diagrams, the
spectrum of basalt compositions ranges from the least
differentiatedon the silica-poor end to the most ditrerentiated on the silica-rich end. Thus, it appears that these
isomolar diagramsmore adequatelydisplay the compositional variations of oceanic basaltic glasses than their
isostructural counterparts.
The use of these isomolar diagramsis, nonetheless,
complicatedby the fact that the plagioclasefeldsparsplot
along the albite-anorthite join rather than at a single
compositionalpoint. Becausethe anorthite content of the
feldspar changesduring crystallization, more petrological
infotmation is needed to adequately trace plagioclasecontrolled crystallization paths in isomolar diagramsthan
in isostructural diagrams. Consequently, in suites of
oceanic basalts where no mineral chemistry or experimental results are available, tracing mineral-liquid crystallization paths with accuracy is extremely difficult.
Where mineral chemistry or experimental results are
available, it is possible to calculate these theoretical
crystallization paths. Additionally, it is necessary to

.t
Fig7.weight
;"";;;TT:il1iT1,,", u",,u,th"

percentageof normativesilica in the olivine-+linopyroxenesilica plane (Fig. 6). The percentageof normativesilica =
* silica).
+ clinopyroxene
silca/(olivine
know the plagioclasecomposition when defining certain
geometricalfeatures such as critical planes.If the composition of the feldspar is not known, these geometric
features cannot be established with certainty. Consequently, the choice of using the isomolar rather than the
isostructural diagrams to display either phase equilibria
or basaltic compositions will depend upon the types of
information that one wishes to extract from the diagrams.
Discussion
One reasonfor the much better defined chemical trend
in the isomolar projections over the isostructural projections is related to the manner in which Na2Oand K2O are
projected in the isostructural system. The vectors in
Figure l0 illustrate the effect of adding I moleVoof each
oxide to oceanicbasaltglassVG-2 (Melsonet al.,1977).
In the isomolar projections, each of the major element
oxides has approximately the samemagnitudeof dislocation due to the addition of I moleVoof each oxide.

lsomolar
t.

asl

o
F

Fig. 6. Isomolar pseudo-liquidusphasediagramprojectedfrom
anorthite onto the olivine-+linopyroxene-silica plane. I atm
experimentaf data from Walker et al. (1979). Data points are
oceanic basaltic glassesfrom sourceslisted in text.

% Silica in the Ol/Cox/Sil

Plane

Fig. E. Weight VoTiOz in basalticglassesvs. the percentageof
normative silica in the olivine+linopyroxene-silica plane (Fig.
6). Isomolar projection.
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diagrams. One trend, associated with decreasing MgO
and increasing TiOz during differentiation, results in an
increasein normative silica. The other trend, associated
with increasing Na2O during differentiation, results in a
z
decreasein normative silica (see Fig. 10). The variations
20
in Na2O abundancesin oceanic basalts, because of the
strong effectsthat Na2Ohas on the projected locations of
i0
(Fig. l0), dominate over the other chemical variabasalts
10 11
64
with differentiation. The strong control
associated
tions
'" 'n""1''"o""1"
*
"'""1"
""'""
that variations of NazO in basalts have on the projected
glasses
of
vs.thepercentage
Fig.g.Weight%NarOin basaltic
diagramsis indicated
plane(Fig. locations of basalts in isostructural
normativesilicain the olivine-+linopyroxene-silica
Na2O and normative
greater
between
correlation
the
by
6). Isomolarprojection.
silica (r = -0.603) than between MgO or TiOz and
normative silica (r : -0. 169 and 0.003, respectively).
although the direction may be different for individual Thus, the locations of individual basalts within isostrucoxides. In contrast, the amount of shift for Na2O + K2O tural pseudo-liquidusphasediagramsare very dependent
in the isostructural systemis 4 to 8 times greater than that on their Na2O contents. It appearsat this stage that the
for the other oxides.One consequence
ofthe exaggerated major reason for the lack of definite chemical trends in
shifts for Na2Oand K2O in theseisostructural diagramsis isostructural phase diagrams is that these two opposing
that analytical uncertainties for these elements cause trends compete against each other to produce a poorlybasaltic compositions to scatter in a trend that is subpar- defined array of points on chemical variation diagrams.
allel to the I atm pseudo-univariant curve shown in
Figure I (Presnalland Hoover, l98l; Bryan and Dick,
Concluding remarks
1982). The analytical uncertainties for these elements
produce a much smaller scatter in the locations of basalt
Pseudo-liquidusphase diagramshave been and probacompositions in isomolar projections because of the bly will continue to be a critical aspect in the interpretasmallervectorsfor theseoxides as shown in Figure 10.
tion of results from phase equilibria experiments on
As discussedabove with reference to Figure 10, com- natural rocks. In the field of oceanic basalt petrology,
positional variations in Na2O or K2O have a dispropor- petrogenetictheory has evolved to the state where minor
tionate efect on the locations of basalts on these phase differences in basalt compositions may imply major difdiagrams. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show that, in isomolar ferencesin their origin. Becauseof the subtletiesinvolved
projections, decreasingMgO and increasingTiO2 and in this problem, I suggestthat the widely used isostrucNa2O are associated with increasing normative silica tural phase diagrams need modification and improveduring differentiation in oceanic basaltic glasses,as exment. By recalculating isostructural phase diagramsinto
pected from theoretical considerations. It appears that
their isomolar counterparts, a significant improvement in
the poorly-defined chemical trends in isostructural prothe chemical trends of oceanic basaltic glasses is objections (seeFigs. 2,3, and 4) are a consequenceof the served.When using these isomolar diagrams,however,
interplay between two opposing trends in isostructural tracing plagioclase-controlledliquid lines of descent requires knowledge of the composition of the plagioclase
that is crystallizing.
Although comparisons have been drawn between the
isostructural pseudo-liquidus phase diagrams of Walker
et aI. (1979)and their isomolar counterparts, the report
should not be misconstruedas a criticism of the methods
or interpretation of Walker et al.; their conclusions
regarding the effects of magma mixing would not be
significantly modified by the substitution of isomolar for
isostructural diagrams. Instead, this report representsan
appealto further refine pseudoJiquidusdiagramsin order
to more adequately display the chemical variations in
basaltic magmas.
ao

N

Fig. 10. Vectors showing the addition of I moleVoof each of
the major/minor elementoxides to basaltic glassVG-2. Note the
dramatic efect that Na2O and K2O have on the isostructural
pseudo-liquidusdiagrams.
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